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Abstract
Resource allocation issues are discussed in the context of a virtual multiuser MIMO uplink assuming users equipped
with a single antenna. A scheduling algorithm, which efficiently mitigates the co-channel interference (CCI) arising
from the spatial correlation of users sharing common resources, is proposed. Users are selected using an
incremental approach with a reduced complexity that is due to the elimination of over-correlated users at each
iteration. The user selection criterion is based on an adaptive, utility-based scheduling metric designed for the
purpose. Its main advantage lies in the periodic adaptation of priority weights according to the application
characteristics described with its utility curves and according to momentary quality of service (QoS) parameters.
The results show a better performance in aggregate system utility than the existing utility based scheduling
metrics such as proportionally fair scheduling (PFS), largest weighted delay first (LWDF), modified LWDF (M-LWDF),
and exponential algorithm.
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Introduction
Over the last two decades, achievements in the field of
transmission techniques have enabled the transmission
of data with high throughput in wireless systems [1,2].
The area of wireless communication networks and technologies has evolved and is still evolving at a high pace
[3]. One of the consequences is a wide range of applications supported by user terminals and services provided
by network operators. Heterogeneous classes of service
requiring high reliability of transmission and/or high
throughput, along with low transmission delays, make
the provision of quality of service (QoS) in wireless systems a challenging task, due to the scarcity of wireless
resources. As the bandwidth and transmission power are
limited resources, it is important to exploit the given
spectrum effectively in order to maximize the number
of users achieving the desired QoS level.
Among other advances, a significant increase in
throughput and/or transmission reliability may be
achieved by using multiple antennas at the receiver and
transmitter ends, thus enabling efficient exploitation of
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physical wireless channel properties in the spatial
domain [2]. The so-called multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems take advantage of the multipath
signal spreading, considered as a detrimental characteristic of the wireless channel in single antenna systems.
The increase in throughput, of an order equal to a minimum number of transmit and receive antennas, can be
achieved by multiplexing independent data streams
across different transmit antennas with the application
of a V-BLAST transmission scheme [4]. However,
mobile terminals are usually equipped only with a single
antenna, which prevents the use of this technique on a
point-to-point link, since pursuant to the theory of spatial multiplexing, the number of receive antennas has to
be equal to or higher than the number of simultaneously transmitted independent data streams [5].
Nevertheless, even in such cases, spatial multiplexing of
user streams may be applied in multiuser systems by
way of using a spatial domain multiple access (SDMA)
scheme. The base station (BS) equipped with multiple
antennas and users equipped with a single antenna and
sharing common radio resources are thus forming a virtual MIMO system. Due to this virtuality, a fundamental
difference between uplink and downlink user grouping
process exists.
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In general, there are no direct communication links
between users, hence the cooperation between users is
not possible in the downlink, and the approaches known
from single link MIMO systems cannot be applied
directly. However, an appropriate precoding technique,
responsible for inter-user interference mitigation, may
be applied at the transmitter to make spatial user grouping possible. Examples of such user grouping methods
are theoretically optimal dirty paper coding (DPC) [6]
and various less complex but suboptimal beam-forming
techniques [7-9].
Complex precoding techniques are not required in the
uplink due to sufficient processing capabilities at the BS.
Nevertheless, the absence of user grouping precoding
techniques reflects in co-channel interference (CCI) due
to the correlation of spatial signatures of users sharing
common radio resources. In order to mitigate the CCI
effectively and provide high system level efficiency, a set
of spatially multiplexed users has to be selected carefully, making user scheduling one of the most crucial
areas of resource management. Resource allocation algorithms with scheduling metrics, based on utility optimization, have proved to be strong candidates for solving
the resource allocation problem, since their major
advantage lies in strong coupling between user satisfaction and system level efficiency [10].
Based on the type of the parameters considered for
utility definition, the existing utility-based scheduling
metrics can be divided into three groups, namely,
throughput maximization oriented channel-aware algorithms, delay optimization queue-aware algorithms and
channel-and queue-aware scheduling algorithms that
combine the parameters from different layers of the protocol stack.
Throughput maximization oriented algorithms, i.e.
maximal rate and proportional fair scheduling (PFS)
algorithms [11], with channel-dependent scheduling
metrics yield high aggregate throughput by exploiting
multiuser diversity [12]. However, they only perform
well in networks with homogeneous, delay-tolerant traffic and with a sufficient level of user mobility. In the
case delay-sensitive, real-time (RT) traffic is present,
they cannot satisfy diverse QoS requirements, since they
prioritize users with good channel conditions without
considering packet waiting time and traffic priority.
Therefore, the system level efficiency in networks with
heterogeneous traffic should not only be characterized
by aggregate system throughput but also, and most
importantly, by QoS level and satisfaction of each user.
The Largest Weighted Delay First (LWDF) scheduling
algorithm [13], on the other hand, provides QoS differentiation for RT traffic by considering the current delay
of packets in the queue, weighted with a traffic priority
factor. However, the LWDF rule disregards any kind of
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channel state information (CSI), thus preventing the
exploitation of time-varying link conditions.
In order to optimize the system level efficiency, it is
important that a scheduling metric combines QoS
related parameters (packet waiting time and priority
weights, depending on the class of service) with channel-dependent information. Pursuing this objective, the
so-called throughput-optimal scheduling algorithms,
such as the Modified-Largest Weighted Delay First (MLWDF) rule [14] and the exponential (EXP) rule [15],
improve the quality of resource allocation significantly.
Throughput optimal policy is defined as a policy that
can keep the queues stable for all users in the system,
providing this is at all made feasible with any of the
scheduling policies.
Nevertheless, throughput optimality does not explicitly
guarantee the provision of QoS in the form of delay or
throughput bounds, and different throughput-optimal
algorithms show different performance or fairness properties. Hence, there is still potential for further improvement in scheduling algorithm design. In the light of the
aforementioned, certain drawbacks of M-LWDF and
EXP algorithms can be identified. First, their metrics do
not consider the different shapes of the utility curves as
a function of throughput or packet delay as per different
classes of service, and secondly, the priority weights are
constants calculated on the basis of the statistical definition of QoS requirements, expressed in terms of the
probability of maximal packet delay violation. Consideration of the utility curves and their characteristics, in
combination with periodic priority weight adaptation,
can further increase the system level efficiency.
In this article, we propose a novel scheduling algorithm with an adaptive, utility-based scheduling metric
for the multiuser MIMO uplink, together with the support for SDMA. The study is limited to the case where
users are equipped with single antenna terminals. The
CCI is mitigated efficiently using a maximal correlation
threshold for users sharing common resources, while
the scheduling metric is derived from the M-LWDF
scheduling rule, with the main difference being that the
static priority weights are substituted by adaptive
weights, thus increasing the flexibility of the scheduling
metric according to instantaneous system requirements.
Adaptation of the priority weights is performed based
on the ratio between the momentary and the target
values of QoS parameters for different traffic types. The
algorithm also enables the selection of optimal transmission modes for selected users by using a linear zero-forcing (ZF) detection algorithm at the receiver, since the
SNR, achieved after detection, can be analytically calculated in advance.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
‘Utility curves for different types of traffic’ section, the
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performance characteristics of different traffic types as a
function of packet delay and allocated bandwidth are presented. Next, we describe the design of the proposed
scheduling algorithm, with an emphasis on the adaptation of priority weights. In ‘Wireless system model and
algorithm parameters’ section, the system model and
algorithm parameters are presented, while the algorithm
performance evaluation is given in ‘Performance analysis’
section. Conclusions are drawn in ‘Conclusion’ section.
Utility curves for different types of traffic

Normalized packet utility, in terms of the allocated
bandwidth (or, equally, transmission rate), is depicted in
Figure 1[16]. The utility curve for delay-tolerant, besteffort (BE) data traffic is characterized by a monotonically increasing function, with decreasing marginal
improvement as the packet transmission rate increases
(Figure 1a). The elastic nature of such applications is
characterized by a strong adaptivity to delay and bandwidth. Hard RT applications, such as VoIP, have a utility
function with the shape of a step function (Figure 1b).
These applications require the packets to be transmitted
inside a given delay bound. If the packet arrives too late
(i.e. the transmission rate is on average lower than the
data arrival rate), it proves useless, and the user satisfaction level, i.e. packet utility, equals zero. When the
threshold is achieved, user satisfaction level increases
instantly, and no further increase is achieved with an
additional bandwidth allocation (higher transmission
rate). Due to the possibility of adjusting their data generation rate through scalable coding some RT applications, such as video streaming, have a certain level of
adaptivity to delay and allocated transmission rate. Their

utility curve is smoother than that of the hard RT applications (Figure 1c).
The aforementioned characteristics of the different
traffic types show why it proves important to take such
features into consideration in the design of scheduling
metric. The impact of an equal decrease in the allocated
transmission rate on packet utility, i.e. user satisfaction
level, is not the same for the RT user as it is for the BE
user. Disregarding this fact will significantly influence
the aggregate system efficiency.
The utility of transmitted packets for delay-sensitive
applications can also be presented as a function of
packet end-to-end delay, consisting of packet queuing
delay and transmission delay. Corresponding normalized
utility curves are presented in Figure 2[17]. In this case,
the utility is a monotonically decreasing function, presenting an incremental marginal decrease as the delay
increases. In general, the utility has a smooth form
(dashed line); however, if the packet has a deadline, the
utility (solid line) is relatively flat (the application disregards if the packet arrives earlier), and drops sharply
when the deadline (vertical dotted line) is passed.
Proposed adaptive scheduling algorithm
with SDMA support

In this section, the design of a cross-layer scheduling
algorithm for networks with heterogeneous traffic types
is presented. The algorithm can be divided into three
mutually dependent steps (Figure 3), namely, CCI mitigation and user grouping (blue coloured blocks with a
solid line), user selection, based on the proposed adaptive scheduling metric using an incremental approach
(green coloured blocks with a dashed line) and optimal
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Figure 1 Utility of different types of traffic as a function of transmission rate: (a) elastic delay-tolerant app., (b) hard real-time app. and (c)
adaptive real-time app.
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Figure 2 Utility as a function of the packet delay.

transmission scheme selection (yellow coloured block
with a dashed-dotted line).
The algorithm is designed for a single cell, multi-user
distributed MIMO system, where the base station (BS) is
equipped with M antennas serving K active users, each
equipped with a single antenna. In general, the proposed
algorithm can be applied for both downlink and uplink;
however, in this article, the study is limited to uplink
communication only, where additional pre-coding is not
required, as explained in the ‘Introduction’ section.

Available user subset
calculation
(S')

User grouping and CCI mitigation

To separate spatially multiplexed data streams, the use
of a linear ZF receiver is assumed, mainly due to its
simplicity and low computational complexity. However,
linear ZF receivers suffer from noise enhancement, especially, if the user spatial signatures are highly correlated;
it is crucial, therefore, to limit the CCI. For that reason,
the algorithm first calculates the correlation matrix R,
using the channel matrix H, which can be used to
describe frequency flat fading MIMO systems [2,5] and
is composed of the users’ M×1 channel vectors hk. First,
each channel vector hk is normalized, so that hk 2F = 1:
hk

hk norm = 
.
 * 
hk hk 

K' = M
or
m(S') = 0

NO

YES

BERmax,k Optimal transmission
scheme selection

(1)

Matrix R is then calculated, using the equation:
⎡
⎤
1 ρ12 · · ·
ρ1K
⎢
⎥
..
..
⎥
 ⎢ ρ12 1

.
.
⎥ , (2)
R = H*norm · Hnorm  = ⎢
⎢ . .
⎥
⎣ .. . .
1
ρ(K−1)K ⎦
ρK1 · · · ρK(K−1)
1
where Hnorm is composed of normalized channel vectors hk_norm. The elements rij (i,j = 1,...,K) represent the
correlation between the ith and jth users.

Figure 3 Basic block scheme of the proposed scheduling
algorithm.

CCI is mitigated with the introduction of the maximal
allowed correlation between any pair of users sharing
the same resources (rmax). By adopting this approach,
the CCI can be mitigated to an arbitrary level. Next, a
group of users S k meeting the following condition is
defined for each user:
Sk = j; j = k, ρjk < ρmax

; k = 1, . . . , K.

(3)
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The group Sk thus contains all those users allowed to
share common resources with user k. Note that each
user can be placed in a number of groups. This
approach is based on the idea presented in [18], where
the authors propose to form several groups of users,
based on the maximal allowed correlation. The users in
the same group cannot share channel resources simultaneously, while the correlation between any pair of users
from different groups is lower than the threshold value.
The proposed grouping is complicated and leads to
inadequate situations. The user grouping, proposed in
this article, eliminates this deficiency.
When users are grouped, the incremental approach is
used to select a set of spatially multiplexed users. In
each iteration, the radio resources are allocated to the
user with the highest metric among all active users. The
novel, adaptive utility-based scheduling metric, is
explained in detail in the next subsection. We start with
a full set of active users and, after each iteration, update
the set of available users S’ by eliminating over-correlated users. If the kth user is chosen, then S’ for the ith
iteration is updated as follows:
S (i) = S (i − 1) ∩ Sk .

(4)

We repeat the iterations as long as the number of
selected users is smaller or equal to the number of
receive antennas at the BS, or as long as m(S’) > 0.
The advantage of this approach is twofold. First, the
interference is limited in a simple and effective way,
thus keeping the scheduling metric simple, since no
parameter based on any relation between users is
required, and the utility does not have to be recalculated
after each iteration. Secondly, the complexity of user
selection is decreased, since the search space is reduced
after each iteration. The reduction of the search space
in the case of M = 4 and r max = 0.5, averaged over
20,000 independent channel realizations, is depicted in
Figure 4, where (a) indicates the number of available
users in different iterations, and (b) the ratio between
the number of available users and the full set of users.
In the case of the basic incremental approach, i.e. rmax
= 1, the number of available users in the ith iteration is
K -(i - 1). Simulations have shown that the cardinality of
S’ is decreased from around 50% after the first iteration,
to less than 30% after the second one and, down to only
around 10% of the full set after the third iteration. Naturally, the advantage of such an approach is evident in
the case of a large number of users, where the level of
multiuser diversity is high and ‘good’ users may be
found even if the search space is significantly reduced.
Moreover, the reduction of the search space depends on
the selected value of the parameter r max . The
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optimization of this parameter will be presented in
‘Wireless system model and algorithm parameters’
section.
Utility-based scheduling metric

In each iteration, the decision on the user selection is
made by using a channel-and queue-aware scheduling
metric, derived from the M-LWDF approach [14]. The
drawback of the M-LWDF scheduling algorithm, when
deployed in a heterogeneous service scenario, is its characteristic to maintain the stability of the queues, and
this does not necessarily guarantee low delays. BE traffic
might occupy the bandwidth and consequently insufficient amount of resources is assigned to RT traffic, preventing the provision of required QoS levels. The
adaptation of M-LWDF approach to a mixed service
scenario has also been investigated in [19] by manipulating T i and δ i parameters. The main advantage of the
scheduling metric, proposed in this article, is the adaptivity of its priority weights, taking into consideration
the specific shapes of the utility curves, as presented in
‘Utility curves for different types of traffic’ section. The
real-time tuning of the priority weights is based on the
ratio between the actual and target values of the QoS
parameters, namely, transmission rate and maximal
delay.
In the proposed algorithm, the utility for the kth user
in the nth time frame is calculated using the following
scheduling metric:
Uk (n) = dHOL,k (n)ak (n) ·

rk (n)
· bk (n),
r̄k

(5)

where dHOL,k(n) is the waiting time of the head-of-line
(HOL) packet, rk(n) the theoretically achievable transmission rate in an interference free environment, and r̄k
the average transmission rate. The utility function introduces two adaptive weights, i.e. a delay-dependent
weight ak(n) and a throughput-dependent weight bk(n).
Pursuing our aim to ensure that the influence of the
HOL delay has a dominant effect when the urgency of
packet transmission is high and, vice versa, when the
HOL delay is low, the weight ak(n) has an exponential
influence on the utility. In order to calculate the utility
value, each user has to feed back to the BS only the
parameter dHOL,k(n), while the achievable transmission
rate is calculated using CSI, gathered at the BS.
Due to differences in sensitivity to packet delays, the
weights for delay-sensitive and for delay-tolerant traffic
are adapted differently. Regardless of the traffic type, the
actual QoS parameters of delay-sensitive users are
always used, thus enabling the actual provision of besteffort service for delay-tolerant users, and preferential
treatment of delay-sensitive users.
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Figure 4 The reduction of the search space for M = 4 and rmax = 0.5 in terms of (a) number of available users and (b) percentage of
the full set of users.

Weight adaptation for delay-sensitive traffic It proves
important to keep the transmission rate above the
threshold level, and the packet end-to-end delay under
the defined deadline for delay-sensitive applications
(Figures 1b and 2). However, user satisfaction does not
increase if we further decrease the delay, or increase the
throughput. Therefore, the objective is to ensure that
the delay is kept just under the threshold level and that
the throughput is kept just above the threshold level,
and hence, to optimize the utility while also preventing
excessive use of resources for delay-sensitive
applications.
For each delay-sensitive application, the minimum
average throughput threshold rmin,k and the packet waiting time deadline Dmax, k are set according to the application characteristics. Note that the end-to-end delay
consists of the time the packet spends in a queue (scheduling delay) and the time required for transmission
across the network. Considering the variation in scheduling delay, the deadline has to be set proportionately
lower than the difference between the required end-to-

end and transmission delays, in order to prevent the
occasional deadline violation resulting in end-to-end
delay violation. Therefore, the parameter D max, k does
not present the absolute upper bound for the scheduling
delay, yet only a reference point used for weight adaptation. Furthermore, as the transmission delay is a varying
network-dependent value, the algorithm has to be able
to support the adaptation of the waiting time deadline
in order to constantly guarantee that the end-to-end
delay requirements are met.
The weights are adapted periodically, based on the
average QoS level, and calculated separately for scheduling delay and transmission rate. QoS level is calculated
using the following equations:

QoSr,k =

QoSd,k =

rk (n)
,
rmin,k
Dmax,k
dHOL,k (n)

(6)

,

(7)
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where rk (n) and dHOL,k (n) are calculated using an
exponential moving average (EMA) function with forgetting factor a , which defines the level of influence of the
older values:
rk (n) = (1 − αr ) · rk (n − 1) + αr · rk (n − 1),

(8)

dHOL,k (n) = (1 − αd ) · dHOL,k (n − 1) + αd · dHOL,k (n − 1).

(9)

Note that the average HOL delay is updated only if
the user was selected in the previous frame. The values
of parameters ar and ad are not equal–the scheduling
algorithm exploits multiuser diversity. Therefore, the
long-term average is more important for the transmission rate, which means that a r should have a lower
value. On the other hand, the delay has to be constantly
kept under the deadline; hence, ad should have a higher
value.
While the individual average QoS level is used to provide the required QoS level, the fairness in resource
allocation is provided with the use of a relative QoS
level in relation to other users using the same traffic
type. The intra-application user’s QoS level is used to
define the incrementation/decrementation step for the
weight adaptation, and is calculated as the ratio of the
user’s individual QoS level to the averaged QoS level of
all users using the same application type:

QoSintra,k =

QoSk
1
KRT,i

·

k ∈K 

QoSk

; k ∈ K,

(10)

where K’ is a subset of users using the same application type (e.g. the subset of VoIP users) and KRT, i = m
(K’), i.e. the cardinality of K’. The parameter QoSintra is
calculated separately for the transmission rate and the
HOL delay (QoSd_intra and QoSr_intra).
Using these parameters, the weights for delay-sensitive
(i.e. real-time (RT) users) are adapted as follows:
⎧
⎨ ak (n − 1) + a/QoSd intra,k ; if QoSd,k < 1 − GRT
ak (n) = ak (n − 1) − a · QoSd intra,k ; if QoSd,k > 1 + GRT ,
⎩
ak (n − 1) ; otherwise

(11)

⎧
⎨ bk (n − 1) + b/QoSr intra,k ; if QoSr,k < 1 − GRT
bk (n) = bk (n − 1) − b · QoSr intra,k ; if QoSr,k > 1 + GRT ,
⎩
bk (n − 1) ; otherwise

(12)

where Δa and Δb are positive constants defining the
basic step for weight adaptation. The weights ak and bk
are positive parameters initially set to value 1. The users
recording lower satisfaction levels (i.e. lower intra-application QoS levels) are assigned a higher weight increment (or lower priority decrement), which results in
better fairness properties of the algorithm. Note that the
prerequisites ak(n) > 0 and bk(n) > 0 need to be always
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fulfilled. The parameter GRT is a guard interval, determining the responsiveness of the scheduling metric, and
has the following range: 0 <GRT < 1.
Weight adaptation for delay-tolerant traffic Due to
the ‘elastic’ nature of the delay-tolerant BE traffic and its
high adaptivity to delay and bandwidth (Figure 1a), the
priority weights for such applications are adapted
according to the average QoS level of the delay-sensitive
users, instead of the individual QoS levels of BE users.
For BE applications, the intra-application QoS level is
calculated only in terms of the transmission rate, given
that this is the appropriate performance measure for
such traffic:

QoSBE,k =

rk (n)
1
KBE

·

k ∈K 

;
rk (n)

k ∈ K  .

(13)

K” is the subset of BE users and K BE = m(K”) is the
cardinality of K”. As for the RT users, the intra-application of QoS level is used to define the incrementation/
decrementation step for the adaptation of the weight bk.
The incrementation/decrementation step for the delaydependent weight ak is constant and equals Δa:
⎧
⎨ ak (n − 1) + a ; if QoSd RT > 1 + GBE
ak (n) = ak (n − 1) − a ; if QoSd RT < 1 − GBE , (14)
⎩
ak (n − 1) ; otherwise
⎧
⎨ bk (n − 1) + b/QoSBE,k ; if QoSd RT > 1 + GBE
bk (n) = bk (n − 1) − b · QoSBE,k ; if QoSd RT < 1 − GBE ,
⎩
bk (n − 1) ; otherwise

(15)

where QoSd RT is the average value of parameters
QoSd,k from all RT users in the network:

QoSd RT

KRT
1 
=
·
QoSd,k .
KRT

(16)

k=1

A guard interval GBE is also considered, although its
value is not necessarily equal to G RT . The adopted
approach allows an efficient allocation of available
resources, since the priority of BE users is increased
when, on average, RT users are experiencing high levels
of QoS and decreased when available resources need to
be assigned to RT users in order to provide the required
level of QoS.
Optimal transmission scheme selection assuming zeroforcing receivers
Once the set of spatially multiplexed users is determined, the optimal transmission modes are selected for
each user, using a recursive procedure at the BS that
takes into account the user’s estimated SNR after the
signal detection, the properties of the available transmission modes, and the maximal BER requirements for
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each traffic type. As the algorithm foresees the utilization of a linear ZF receiver, the SNR for the ith user
after the detection, can be calculated analytically, as
explained in [20–equations (1) to (7), 21].
Next, the approach proposed in [20] is adopted. If it
proves impossible to meet the target BER constraint for
all users sharing the same resources, we remove the
user with the lowest utility in order to further decrease
the CCI and hence, improve the conditions for the
remaining users. This procedure is repeated until the
required transmission reliability may be provided to all
users, and then the optimal transmission mode is
assigned to each user.
Wireless system model and algorithm parameters

In our simulations, the base station is equipped with M
= 4 antennas. The channel is assumed to be static for
the duration of one frame and changes independently in
the next frame. Perfect CSI at the BS is assumed. Channel coefficients for each user follow the Rayleigh distribution. As there are no recommendations for multiuser
MIMO channel models, we defined a MIMO channel
for each user and used the same distribution for all
users in order to limit the impact of different channel
characteristics on the performance evaluation of the
proposed resource allocation scheme. A simplistic channel model is used in order to limit the effect of
advanced channel model parameters, so the contribution
of the scheduling metric to the system performance
could be isolated. The effect of advanced propagation
models, such as the COST 259 [22] and COST 273 [23]
models, on the simulation results as well as the addition
of Ricean distribution for channel coefficients of certain
users and Kronecker correlation model, often used in
MIMO systems, still have to be examined. However, it
is expected that the performance of the proposed
scheme, relative to the performance of the existing
resource allocation schemes, will not change drastically,
as this would affect each of them in the same manner.
Furthermore, the importance of the proposed interference mitigation scheme would become even more significant in the system where users’ channels would be
more correlated.
Three different traffic types are taken into consideration, namely, VoIP, video streaming and BE traffic.
Inside the cell with normalized radius r = 1, the users
are located on n equidistantly distributed virtual rings.
Three users, each using a different traffic type (red circles depict VoIP users, green squares video streaming
users and yellow diamonds depict BE users), are located
on each ring (Figure 5); hence, n = K/3 and each traffic
type is represented with K/3 users. The distance
between the nearest ring and the BS is always d = 0.1r.
Such a user distribution is chosen to eliminate the
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influence of non-uniform geographic distribution of
applications inside the cell on the performance comparison of different resource allocation algorithms, which is
the focus of this research.
We assume that all users transmit their data using the
same normalized power P°, defined in such a manner
that, in the interference-free channel, the edge-cell users
can on average transmit their data using the most
robust transmission mode available in the system. Using
the proposed power control, we actually set the required
average SNR at the edge of the cell. Nonetheless, the
instantaneous SNR depends on the channel realization
in each frame. Furthermore, the path loss exponent
equals two. Applying different path loss exponent would
only modify the SNR range inside the cell, or change
the cell radius, if the SNR range was kept constant. Taking into account the assumed ring distribution and the
path loss exponent, the difference in signal strength
between the nearest and the furthest ring equals 20 dB.
The packets arrive in the queues at a constant rate Ri.
The assumed arrival rates are; RVoIP = 128 kbits/s for
VoIP traffic, RVS = 384 kbits/s for video streaming traffic
and R BE = 256 kbits/s for BE traffic. The target BER
values are BERRT_max = 10-3 for RT traffic and BERBE_-11
for BE traffic. For simulation purposes, we
max = 10
set the bandwidth to B = 2 MHz, while a time division
duplex (TDD) system with frame duration Tf = 5 ms is
assumed. The ratio between the uplink and downlink
shares in one time frame is taken from the IEEE 802.162005 communication standard [24], and is TUL/TDL =
18/29.
The set of available transmission modes is also taken
from [24]. Nine transmission modes (QPSK, 16QAM
and 64QAM modulations in combination with convolutional coding (CC) and a Reed-Solomon block encoder)
are considered. The performance requirements for
selected transmission modes in the AWGN channel, in
terms of SNR thresholds for achieving the desired BER,
are listed in Table 1. The results were obtained with
Monte Carlo simulation.
Performance analysis

The scheduling metric parameters used in simulations
have the following values:
The packet waiting time deadline is set to Dmax_VoIP =
75 ms for VoIP traffic and Dmax_VS = 150 ms for video
streaming traffic.
The transmission rate threshold rmin,k is defined with
the average arrival rate Rk.
Forgetting factors in EMA function are set to ad = 0.6
and ar = 0.1.
Basic weight adaptation step is set to Δa = Δb = 0.02.
Guard intervals are set to: GRT = 0.2 and GBE = 0.1.
Weights are adapted in every twentieth frame.
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Figure 5 User distribution inside the cell.

Joint optimization of parameters ad, ar, Δa, Δb, GRT
and GBE may be achieved with mathematical tools; however, the problem becomes very complex at a higher
number of parameters. Therefore, we adopted a greedy
approach, where parameters were tuned successively,
based on test simulations.
Next, the optimal value for the maximal correlation
threshold r max , used in the proposed CCI mitigation
Table 1 Available transmission modes and performance
requirements for AWGN channel in terms of SNR
threshold [26 - Figure thirty-five]
Transmission
mode

Spectral efficiency
[bit/s/Hz]

SNR
threshold
[dB]
(BER < 10-3)

SNR
threshold
[dB]
(BER < 10-11)

QPSK 1/2

0.937

2.65

4.15

QPSK 2/3
QPSK 3/4

1.250
1.406

4.40
5.30

5.85
6.60

16QAM 1/2

1.875

7.35

8.95

16QAM 2/3

2.500

10.10

11.55

16QAM 3/4

2.812

11.25

13.05

64QAM 2/3

3.749

14.70

16.40

64QAM 3/4

4.218

16.40

18.25

64QAM

5.624

21.35

23.45

technique, was investigated. The average spectral efficiency of the system as a function of rmax depends on
the number of users (K) in the system (Figure 6).
Simulations show that, for the system model assumed
in the simulations, the optimal value is r max = 0.5.
Lower values of rmax allow better CCI mitigation; however, it is more difficult to find the set of users not violating the maximal correlation condition, and therefore,
fewer users are able to share common resources. In contrast, if r max is higher, signal distortion due to CCI
becomes too high.
Due to low traffic load at K = 15, the selection of rmax
does not have an effect on the efficiency as long as rmax ≥
0.3, since the system is able to serve all the users efficiently, even under high CCI. With larger number of users
in the system, the traffic load, as well as the multiuser
diversity, becomes greater. Hence, it is easier to find the
set of less correlated users. Consequently, an optimal value
of correlation threshold rmax can be determined. In theory
(sufficient system capacity), the optimal value of r max
would decrease continuously by increasing the number of
users. However, in the assumed system, the traffic queues
cannot be kept stable at K = 39, as will be seen later, therefore, the optimal value is rmax = 0.5 and this value will be
used in further analysis.

average system spectral efficiency [bit/s/Hz]
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Figure 6 Average spectral efficiency of the system as a function of maximal correlation threshold, rmax.

Comparison of scheduling metrics

The efficiency of the proposed adaptive scheduling
metric was evaluated by comparing the existing metrics,
namely PFS, LWDF, M-LWDF and EXP. Figure 7
depicts the average scheduling delay for different traffic
types. Note that the PFS algorithm performs very poorly,
since it only considers the channel state and has no
mechanism for QoS provision for delay-sensitive users.
Although a certain fairness criterion is considered, the
PFS rule often assigns resources to users with good
channel conditions. Cell-edge users thus experience low
service quality, and the average performance level deteriorates significantly since the results are averaged over
the entire set of users using the same application. The
average delay is too high and is thus not depicted in Figure 7. As expected, M-LWDF and EXP rules provide the
best performance of all the existing scheduling metrics.
The simulations show that the use of proposed adaptive scheduling metric enables the queues of RT users
to be kept stable for a higher number of active users
than the use of other metrics. For VoIP users, the average scheduling delay is kept below the chosen deadline

until K >30, while for video streaming users the deadline is exceeded at K >24, although it is kept at a reasonably low value at K = 30. Having in mind a
particular level of adaptivity for such traffic (Figure 1c),
we can say that a satisfactory level of QoS is achieved
even at such a value of K. An additional consequence of
the weight adaptation is the fact that, at low values of K,
the average delay is closer to the deadline when the proposed metric is used, which is exactly what we sought to
achieve. Adopting the proposed approach enables better
utilization of radio resources, since more resources may
be assigned to BE users, while maintaining the same
QoS level for RT users. However, at high K, the adaptation of weights based on the QoS levels of RT users
results in more significant deterioration of the QoS for
BE users than is the case with other metrics. This can
be seen clearly in Figure 8, which depicts the average
user throughput for different traffic types. The upper
bound of the average user throughput is defined as the
average traffic arrival rate. Moreover, same conclusions
can be extracted from both Figures 8 and 7; however,
different performance measure is applied.
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Figure 7 Average scheduling delay for (a) VoIP, (b) video streaming and (c) BE traffic.

In order to establish whether the proposed scheduling
metric yields higher system level efficiency than the
existing metrics, it is important to determine whether
the performance increase for RT users prevails over the
performance decrease for BE users at high values of K.
This can be evaluated by comparing the average system
utilities, which actually define the system level efficiency.
For that purpose, we have used the approximation of
utility curves as a function of transmission rate, as presented in Figure 1. The utility curve of elastic BE applications is described using the following exponential
function:

−

uBE (r) = 1 − e



c
·r
λBE .

(17)

The units for the packet arrival rate RBE and transmission rate r are kbits /s. The parameter c is used to
ensure that the utility approaches 1 at r = RBE. A value
of 4.61 is chosen for RBE = 256 kbit /s.
The utility curves of RT applications are described
using a sigmoid arctan function:

uRT (r) =

1
· arctan(c1 · (r − c2 )) + 0.5.
π

(18)

The parameter c1 defines the curve gradient, while the
parameter c2 defines the value of r at which the utility
reaches the value 0.5. Based on the packet arrival rates
(RVS = 384 kbit/s and RVoIP = 128 kbit/s), the values of
parameters c1 and c2 are: c1 = 0.3 and c2 = 350 kbit /s
for video streaming traffic and c1 = 100 and c2 = 127.5
kbit /s for VoIP traffic, simulating a step function. The
approximated utility curves are depicted in Figure 9.
The average utility, calculated using the approximated
utility functions for individual traffic type and for the
entire system is shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The simulation results confirm that, despite a certain performance deterioration of BE traffic due to the
increased stability of the queues of RT users, the average
system utility is significantly higher if the proposed
adaptive scheduling metric is applied. With the proposed approach, we efficiently exploit the elastic nature
of BE traffic, since a satisfactory level of service can still
be provided even if the throughput is decreased,
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Figure 8 Average user throughput for (a) VoIP, (b) video streaming and (c) BE traffic.

whereas the utility of RT users in such a case decreases
significantly. When the traffic load becomes too high
and the system cannot keep the queues of RT users
stable, even with the proposed weight adaptation, the
aggregate utility, obtained with other metrics, is higher
due to better conditions of BE users; however, this is
just a theoretical result, since the call admission control
(CAC) protocol will never accept such a number of connections due to the low QoS of RT users.
An additional objective of the proposed scheduling
metric is to achieve good fairness properties. While, for
homogeneous data traffic, fairness properties can be
described well using different fairness indices, calculated
on the basis of the fraction of resources each user is
allocated, this is not the case for delay-sensitive RT
applications. In such a case, the QoS level, expressed in
terms of average utility, is a more appropriate measure.
Figure 12, depicting the average utility for individual
users at different number of users in the systems (each
user is represented with a circle), shows that the same
QoS level is provided to all VoIP and video streaming
users, regardless of their location inside the cell. A

higher level of deviation is evident for BE users. However, the average transmission rate assigned to BE users
(Figure 13) shows that the deviation decreases.
The reason lies in the gradient of the utility curve at
lower throughputs. The fairness levels for BE users were
estimated, using the Jain fairness index [25] as a quantitative measure:
 N 2


 ri 


f (r) =

i=1
N

N

,
ri

(19)

2

i=1

where N is a population of BE users, i.e. N = KBE = K/
3. The results for different values of KBE are summarized in Table 2. Very good fairness properties are
achieved for BE users as long as the traffic load is not
too high (i.e. until KBE >10 or as long as RT queues are
kept stable). When the traffic load becomes too high,
the fairness index decreases; however, as explained hereinabove, such a scenario cannot occur in the given system due to the CAC protocol.
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Figure 12 Fairness properties of the proposed scheduling metric in terms of average utility for (a) VoIP, (b) video streaming and (c)
BE users.
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Virtual MIMO vs. SISO comparison

Finally, the actual benefit of using multiple antennas at
the BS is presented, allowing for spatial multiplexing of
users, in contrast to allocating resources to a single
user, as it is implemented in conventional single antenna
systems. Figure 14 depicts the average system spectral
efficiency, achieved in a case M = 1 (SISO system) and
in a case M = 4 (virtual MIMO system). It can be seen
clearly that an increase in the linear capacity for the factor 4 is actually achieved.

Conclusions
A scheduling algorithm for multiuser MIMO uplinks,
enabling spatial multiplexing of users to be supported, is
presented. The objective of the proposed algorithm has
been to optimize the resource allocation in heterogeneous systems with diverse QoS requirements while, at
the same time, providing fair resource allocation. The
CCI mitigation, arising from the correlation of spatially

multiplexed users sharing common resources, is
achieved efficiently with the use of a parameter r max,
which defines a maximal correlation between any pair of
spatially multiplexed users. The complexity of incremental user selection also decreases with the adopted
approach due to search space reduction.
The main contribution of this work is the design of an
adaptive channel and queue-aware, utility-based scheduling metric, the advantage of which lies in the periodic
adaptation of priority weights based on the application of
specific characteristics. Compared with the existing utilitybased scheduling metrics, the results show a considerable
performance improvement in terms of aggregate system
utility, especially under higher traffic loads. The proposed
adaptation is especially beneficial for RT users, since it
allows excellent control over their QoS parameters. Benefits for BE users are observed at a lower number of users
in the system whereas, at a higher number of users, their
QoS level deteriorates at the expense of performance

Table 2 Jain index of fairness for the proposed scheduling metric
KBE

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

f(r̄)

f (r)

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.99

0.98

0.90

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.953
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Figure 14 Average system spectral efficiency for M = 1 and M = 4.

improvement for RT users. Nevertheless, the elastic nature
of BE traffic still enables a satisfactory QoS level.
In addition, the simulation results confirm that the
proposed scheduling metric yields very good fairness
properties in terms of user QoS levels, since users
experience the same QoS levels at the cell-edge as users
in the centre of the cell.
As the focus of the article is the comparison of the
proposed metric with different existing utility-based
scheduling metrics, several simplistic assumptions
regarding propagation characteristics, channel model,
user distribution or path loss exponent were made. Such
assumptions were made in order to obtain a more
straightforward comparison of different scheduling
metrics, since we eliminate the influence of system-specific parameters that might distort the performance of
scheduling algorithm efficiency.
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